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About This Game

Football Mogul® begins in any year you choose, from 1970 to present day with the full roster of your favorite team -- or an
entirely fictional team 5d3b920ae0
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More of the same. While some improvements were made, there are still glaring issues. For example, trading the number 2
overall draft pick will get you, at best, a future 1st round pick. And the ratings for rookies are always too low. Mitch Trubisky,
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for example, was so low that he was cut the next year and no one picked him up. Which is totally insane! There are other issues
like this that make an unrealistic simulation. With a little polish, however, it could great.. Have only played this for a little while
but I would highly reccomend this. I have been looking for a managment sim for american football for a while now and this has
scratched that itch.. THE best Football manager game there is. Massive amount of customization. Realistic results. Ive played
this game for several years and it continues to improve. It is very addicting, I play it quite a bit year round but hardcore during
football season. The developers listen to their community and adapt. This new version is awesome.. The game itself is fairly
good, but the offseason is a bust, with no way to use your high draft picks if you already have any good players signed for the
next season.. The devs are honestly horrible. I really don't think any of them know a lick about american football,ratings are
terrible stats are terrible and the game is bare bones.. The devs are honestly horrible. I really don't think any of them know a lick
about american football,ratings are terrible stats are terrible and the game is bare bones.. Do not purchase this game under any
circumstances. After the 3rd time that I reopened a saved game to find that a dozen people were missing from my roster, I quit.
It is a shame, really. The game itself is fun for what it is, but there is no point to playing multiple seasons of a game where the
roster you built up can just essentially disappear.. Half hour was all I needed. Lacking depth. Lacking balance. It is the skeleton
of what this game could and should be. I actually like thier Baseball Mogul games more than OOTP, but this is a cash grab. I can
only hope for an update. I'll be asking for a refund.. Totally glitchy. Players (sometimes almost a fourth of them) randomly
disappear from rosters, player ratings randomly change, etc. Tried to install latest patch (15.10), won't even run. Bad software..
Good old fashioned simple sports sim that gives you that "one more season" itch. It has not come very far in the many years they
have been making this game, but it is still a very entertaining game.
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